Environmental Services

CustomPack® Self-Pack Program
Fact Sheet
CustomPack® Self-Pack Program
Clean Harbors’ CustomPack Self-Pack Program offers generators of “lab pack”
quantity waste an economical and environmentally sound disposal option.
Our network of storage and disposal facilities accepts and processes lab packed
chemicals. Disposal capabilities available through our facilities include
reclamation, fuel blending, high temperature incineration, aqueous treatment,
and secure chemical landfill. The CustomPack Self-Pack Program also provides
the following features.

Dedicated Program Managers
Clean Harbors assigns dedicated personnel to provide all approvals, technical
assistance, and training on how to properly package waste lab chemicals.

Packing Guidelines
Clean Harbors provides a standard set of packing guidelines as part of this
program. If requested, Clean Harbors can develop packing guidelines tailormade to the waste streams that you normally generate and package.

Transportation
At your request, Clean Harbors will arrange to use our licensed transportation
fleet to haul your wastes to our disposal facilities.

Materials
Clean Harbors can provide all necessary DOT rated containers, vermiculite,
labels, paperwork, etc. to ensure that our customers’ waste is packed safely and
in compliance with all applicable regulations.

Paperwork Preparation
Clean Harbors can prepare and provide the necessary paperwork to properly
ship waste safely and in compliance with all DOT and EPA regulations.

Clean Harbors Online Services
Clean Harbors offers a state-of-the-art web-based waste management tool
designed specifically to help our customers manage their EH&S programs
more efficiently. Our customers need only a personal computer with an internet
connection to use the application.
The Clean Harbors Online Services application is designed for environmental
engineers, chemists, and other waste management professionals who are
responsible for the tracking, removal and disposal of waste material.

Benefits of Using Clean Harbors Online
Services for Self-Pack Shipments
• Increased productivity: Spend your time
wisely through accurate accounting of waste
inventory. By entering your containers online
for shipment, the Self-Pack approval process is
streamlined. Emailing or faxing packing lists are
no longer required.
• Improved data integrity: Managing your waste
inventory at the time of creation eliminates
eliminates the need to manually edit
generated paperwork.
• Better access to information: Available
online. You or any coworker can gain access.
• Compliance: DOT shipping names, EPA, and
state waste codes, and a database of over
200,000 unique chemical names are available.

Online Services offer several features, including the
ability to:
• Create, view, edit or print waste profiles
• Track manifests, including scanned images
• Generate reports, including waste tracking, profile
summary and biennial data
• View invoices
• Track waste inventory
The waste inventory module allows customers to create
and track containers and drums of any size throughout
their facility. Self-pack shipments with Clean Harbors
are linked to the waste inventory streamlining the waste
approval and order management process. Shipping paperwork is created using the containers selected for shipment.
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